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1 of 1 review helpful loved it By Kathryn Cooper Writes Again I wanted more when I finished reading this short 
novella Running Home was another great addition to this exciting series Seriously look down at the violence for my 
content ratings That s a lot of action squeezed into a 44 page book Cassidy Jesse Tasha and Sham are all in Mexico for 
a humanitarian mission when things go terribly wrong It was In Cassidy s battle against human trafficking there are 
two choices run or be captured Cassidy s humanitarian mission takes an ugly turn when human traffickers attack 
Cassidy doesn t know where to run home to America into Jesse s arms or any direction she can to escape the 
traffickers Innocent families are being ripped apart and Cassidy must decide if she s brave enough to stop running and 
join the fight Cami Checketts has done it aga 
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